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FOREWORD

I am pleased to meet with the members of the Arizona Newspapers
Association again this year. I bring you greetings from the University
of Arizona, and I want to express appreciation to the newspaper editors
and publishers of the state and to all the newsgatherers for their continued interest in and service to higher education in Arizona. The keen
concern and the generous support that all of you give to our universities
and colleges is well known, and I am glad to acknowledge it on this
occasion.
I am particularly grateful to members of the Association for their
assistance to the University of Arizona in the selection of the John Peter
Zenger Award winner and for joining with the University of Arizona
at this annual meeting of the Arizona Newspapers Association in paying
tribute to the award winner and to the principles for which he stands.
Freedom of expression and freedom of thought are the hallmarks
of a university and of a newspaper. Both institutions must have as prime
purposes the preservation of these basic rights and they must be vigilant
at all times to oppose the endeavors of individuals or organized groups
whose actions willfully or unwittingly subvert these rights.
Representative of what is best in today's journalism and in its fight
for the People's Right to Know is John H. Colburn, Managing Editor
of the Richmond (Virginia) Times-Dispatch. He has never ceased working against news suppression and is well known as one who has followed
in the high tradition established by John Peter Zenger and his counsel,
Andrew Hamilton, more than two centuries ago. He has battled both
the threat and the actuality of pressure to curb press coverage by private
organizations, in courts of law, in administrative agencies in Washington, and indeed wherever it is found.
For his diligence in the high place that he holds in the newspaper
world he has been honored in many ways by his colleagues. He is currently chairman of the American Society of Newspaper Editors' committee on freedom of information; he serves on the editor's advisory
board of This Week magazine; and is past president of the Associated
Press Managing Editors Association.
He has a long record as a working newspaperman. Beginning as a
cub reporter on the Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch in 1930, he joined the

staff of the Associated Press five years later. During World War II he
served as an AP correspondent in London, Stockholm, Finland and
Paris. Following the termination of the War the Associated Press
appointed him executive editor for Europe, and later he returned to
New York in an executive capacity to handle special assignments for
the general manager of the AP.
Since 1949 he has given himself special assignments in addition
to his role as managing editor of the Richmond Times -Dispatch. Not
only Richmond but also the Commonwealth of Virginia, the entire
South, and indeed the whole country are greatly indebted to him for
his continuing contributions to freedom of information in the United
Sttaes.
Today he receives, as the ninth winner,* the John Peter Zenger
Award for distinguished service in the Freedom of the Press and the
People's Right to Know.
Mr. Colburn, it is a pleasure to join in welcoming you to Arizona,
and it is a great privilege for me to present on behalf of the University
of Arizona this award to you, along with the folio of letters and remembrances from your friends and associates throughout the United States
who join in recognizing you and extending congratulations for your
outstanding achievements.

Richard A. Harvill

Office of the President

The University of Arizóna
Tucson, February, 1963

*

1961

1960
1959
1958
1957

1956
1955
1954

Previously Honored

Clark R. Mollenhoff, Washington, Cowles Publications
Virgil M. Newton, Jr., Managing Editor, Tampa (Fla.) Tribune
Herbert Brucker, Editor, Hartford Courant
John E. Moss, Chairman of House Government
Information subcommittee
James R. Wiggins, Vice President, Executive Editor of the
Washington, D.C. Post and Times Herald
James S. Pope, Executive Editor, Louisville Courier Journal
Basil L. Walters, Executive Editor, Chicago Daily News and
Knight newspapers
Palmer Hoyt, Editor and Publisher, Denver Post

1962
John C. Colburn
Managing Editor
Richmond (Va.) Times -Dispatch

Today, as never before, the American people's guaranteed right to
full and accurate information on the conduct of public affairs is in
serious jeopardy.
The peril is more serious because most people are ignorant of their
stake in the critical scrutiny of government by a responsible, informed
press. The ignorance of the public largely is the result of a press that
too often has been complacent about its responsibility to zealously
seek out the truth. The press today could do much more to inform the
public about the open and insidious efforts to keep the truth from the
people.
The Arizona Newspapers Association and the University of Arizona
are to be congratulated for their foresight in focusing attention on this
problem by the establishment of the John Peter Zenger award. It is a
privilege to join the distinguished men who have been honored previously, and in accepting the 1962 award I want to pay tribute to the
editors and reporters who have been so helpful to me in this field
during the past 12 years.
My correspondence and my conversations with the late Harold
Cross I will long cherish, because it was he who put the problem in
the sharpest possible perspective as a problem that was rooted in
constitútional principles for the protection of the people, and not one
that was a mere occupational hazard of journalism.
The recipient of the 1961 award, Clark R. Mollenhoff, is a shining
example of what persistence can do to open channels of information.
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His book, Washington Cover-Up should be "must" reading for every
newspaperman and journalism student. We carried it in a series of
articles in the Richmond Times -Dispatch because we felt that the people
should know more about what they have not been getting from Washington.
Today, as the result of the furor over news manipulation during the
Cuban crisis last October, thoughtful people are more concerned about
truth in news. Their right to truthful news is in jeopardy because the
news manipulators have grown more confident as the result of their
recent successes.
Let us make sure, in discussing the people's and the press's right to
truthful information, that everyone_ understands that we are NOT
discussing information that would imperil the security of this country
by disclosing military information to a potential enemy.
The press has a big job in making this point to the people. The
manipulators of news merely have to imply they don't even have to
state openly, just simply imply that it is in the national interest to
control news and they will receive widespread support from an unskeptical, unsuspecting and far too often naive public. Much of the press
has gone along with this official security policy line without examining
carefully its pitfalls and booby traps.
One of the most damning recent indictments of news control came
not from the press, but from a Supreme Court Justice, William O.
Douglas. It is also an indictment of some poor reporting and editing.
Justice Douglas in a Bill of Rights Day booklet said the "common
sense or informed judgment of people, which we trust in theory," has
been undermined by censorship, secrecy and promotion. He mentioned

-

-

specifically the Defense Department and the Central Intelligence
Agency, and asked:
"Why should CIA efforts to influence elections abroad be a secret
to the American people when they are notorious in the foreign nation ?"
Since World War II the press, says Justice Douglas, has had a
tendency to skip the controversial, has sought the lowest common
denominator, has been a victim of government handouts, and too often
has accepted them as gospel.
"The result," he said, "is a voice of conformity on foreign affairs
when nonconfromity at times would be the greatest public service."
But nonconformity is not what is wanted by the present administration in Washington.
President Kennedy, reviewing the handling of the Cuban crisis

[
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at his November 20 press conference, said that during the period
October 22 -28 "we attempted to have the government speak with one
voice." He made it clear that the "one voice" concept would be followed
in any future period of crisis, and that the government would make no
apologies for withholding information that could not only affect security, but also the diplomatic relations with our allies.
Congressional support for this concept came during the Cuban
crisis in a little -noticed report from a special preparedness subcommittee
of the Senate Committee on Armed Services. The report said in part:
"... If foreign policy is to have force and weight with our friends
and our enemies our responsible officials must speak in unison.
"... Adherence to established national and foreign policy can be
assured only by a system of prior policy review, since even well- intentioned officials can inadvertently or unknowingly make a public statement which might result in substantial harm."
This committee was headed by Senator John Stennis and the only
dissenter was Senator Strom Thurmond, who said:
"The right decision is not likely to spring from the American people
unless they are informed fully and accurately informed .. Indeed, it
appears that the State Department has made a concerted effort, to the
limit of its power, to keep the facts from both the Congress and the
people."
There is an interesting background to the Stennis report and the
way the sections of the press quite often lose their perspective when
they become emotionally involved over an issue in their editorial
columns. Senator Thurmond had maintained that Pentagon censorship
policies were being used to implement what he termed a "no win" policy
in the speeches of high level military officers.
In the atmosphere of Washington conformity mentioned by Justice
Douglas, the attitude of Senator Thurmond wasn't popular. So when
Defense Secretary McNamara got the backing of President Kennedy to
exercise the doctrine of "executive privilege" and refused to permit
censors to testify and answer Thurmond's questions the McNamara
stand was commended in many editorial columns. The same thing
happened in the McCarthy hearings when "executive privilege" was
exercised by the Eisenhower administration.
In both cases, Congress abdicated its right to gain access to all
testimony so that it could learn the full truth of the controversial issues.
In both cases, newspapers which should be dedicated to seeking the

-
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full truth not merely aspects of it which tally with preconceived
opinions
applauded the executive edicts which suppressed full
testimony.
In both cases, men who held unpopular and nonconformist views
in the atmosphere of that period were denied their full day in "court"
a tactic that was tried but failed in the case of John Peter Zenger.
The colonial people of Zenger's time knew what it means to be
without truthful news. Remember, when Zenger was arrested in 1734
this was 42 years before the American Revolution, and 42 years
before Virginia laid the foundation for the free press provision of our
Bill of Rights by adopting a Declaration of Rights which said:
"Freedom of the press is one of the great bulwarks of liberty and
can never be restrained but by despotic governments."
The hot blood of freedom and liberty inflamed the nonconformist
people of those days with a spirit that resulted in our independence.
Today's conformist society is being managed from cradle to grave by
federal regulations it is being lulled into a sense of security and
affluence by a rocking -chair philosopher who is an expert at using
modern communications to promote personal diplomacy and political
policies.
Arthur Sylvester, the ex- newspaperman who is Undersecretary of
Defense for Information, now has admitted that he spoke out of turn
when he said that "in the kind of world we live in, the generation of
news by actions taken by the government becomes one weapon in a
strained situation." He doesn't deny that this is being clone or that he
does not still believe the results of such "news weaponry" justify the
methods. He simply realizes he was much too frank in his statements.
He is deserving of some kind of an award, though, for his candid
approach to a problem that has existed in Washington for years.
Sylvester, while trying to justify his position, went even further in a
talk to Sigma Delta Chi in New York on December 6. In response to a
question about a policy of news deception through half- truths, Sylvester
made this startling comment:
"It would seem to me basic, all through history, that it's an inherent
government right, if necessary, to lie to save itself when it's going up
into a nuclear war. This seems to me basic."
That was Arthur Sylvester, a man who dictates the flow of news
from the Pentagon. He qualified the right to lie by explaining that by
government he meant the people, "since in our country, in my judgment, the people have the right to express and do express every two

-
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and every four years what government they want." But he failed to say
how a people can intelligently express that right at the polling places
if they are not truthfully informed about the affairs of government.
How often have you heard the expression sometimes used
facetiously "You can't believe what you see in the newspapers "? Well,
it is not hard to see that if a news deception policy or a policy of lying
in the national interest catches on that there will be real substance
for such a view.
To Louis Lyons, curator of the Nieman Foundation at Harvard,
the news philosophy voiced by Sylvester sounded like a pitch man using
hidden persuaders to sell deodorants.
"This is the philosophy of totalitarianism," said Lyons. He went
on to add that "it is self-defeating, it forfeits public confidence. If the
press did not resist and denounce it, our free press would be meaningless.
It would not be believed."
Unless this policy is changed, getting the news will become the kind
of game it is now with our Soviet experts to try to read between the
lines of the Soviet press to interpret a poem as expressing
seek hidden implications in a speech that is talking about something else.
My own investigation of federal news -management control during
the Cuban crisis disclosed that increasing efforts have been made by
federal officials since 1950 to manage and manipulate news of foreign
policy, military affairs and politics for propaganda as well as security

-
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reasons.

Newsmen who have the ability to dig will always be able to get the
news, but the press as a whole must be more resourceful, more skeptical,
more suspicious of press conferences, "background briefings," and
handouts, and more vigilant in informing the people when news barriers
have been erected.

Incidentally, Washington news manipulators have no monopoly
on deception. Conor Cruise O'Brien, former United Nations director
in Katanga, accused the United Nations of deliberately falsifying the
purpose of its first military action against the government of Katanga
in September, 1962. Much still remains to be said about the recent
United Nations' offensive against Katanga, but already the story of
the United Nations' action in the Congo is a sorry record of official
factual distortions and outright lies.
All evidence indicates that the policies of news control and manip-
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ulation deception if necessary in times of crisis will mushroom
further unless the public, through Congress, demands a halt to such
practices.

The House Subcommittee on Government Information headed by
Rep. John Moss plans to investigate all aspects of the situation. If a
formal inquiry is undertaken the committee should receive the backing
and full support of every newspaper, large and small. This will be a
real opportunity to document the extent to which the public is being
denied information essential to its understanding of government in our
modern world.
Already the Moss subcommittee staff has learned that the handling
of government information has been directed from the White House
and that the President himself has made the basic decisions. These
covered not only hour -to -hour monitoring of news management details,
as was done in the Cuban crisis, but news -making events ranging from
the Pacific nuclear bomb tests to back -stage greetings of Russia's Bolshoi
Ballet.
The bomb tests are an example of press lethargy towards news control. No real effort or hue or cry to gain public support for press coverage was put up by editors when the White House refused to permit
coverage last fall. This failure to protest may well have encouraged the
administration in its news manipulation efforts for the Cuban crisis.
Sylvester said that he didn't want open reporting for reasons of
national security. But he also told me that propaganda control was a
basic reason. This is what he said when I asked why he could not clear
pictures of the tests which were made available to the Oakland Tribune:
"In a propaganda war," said Sylvester, "when the United States
finds itself under constant Communist attack, the President and his
advisers have attempted not to give the Communist forces any opportunity for exploitation. It is the belief that widespread use of pictures
... offers propaganda opportunities to the Soviet Union."
This explanation by Sylvester ignored the known fact that there
were Soviet ships in the vicinity of the Pacific test sites and observers on
those ships undoubtedly got their own pictures of the tests.
In other words, the information gathered by instrument- loaded
Russian ships near. Johnston and Christmas Islands gave officials in the
Kremlin a much better idea concerning the success or lack of success of
the tests than Washington gave the American people.
The Moss subcommittee also found that under both the Eisenhower
and Kennedy administrations the public has been deprived of full infor-
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mation on our missile and satellite programs. Moss told the California
Press Association November 30 that the American people have no reliable source of information to match against Russian claims of space
achievements because our information is released to fit national policy.
"This is the kind of news management," Moss said, "that causes
grave concern, because it is such an easy step if that step is taken in
secret from managing news about Russian successes and failures to
managing news about our own space achievements."
What concerns me and should concern everyone is that if
Washington officials can cover up Russian failures they can cover up
our own. If the American people are deluded by government control
of news or by outright deception this becomes a dangerous threat
to our free society.
But the fight to eliminate news controls and manipulation is not
going to be won in a committee hearing. It must be launched at the
grassroots in the tradition of John Peter Zenger, and it can be fought
only by hard- hitting reporting in the public interest.
The public must be educated as to its stake in the program so that
from
elected
demand proper
it
Much of the secrecy that
in
Congress.
they be at the courthouse level or
go
back to counties and
sprouts in Washington has deep roots which
cities in all of our communities.
Editors of papers in the smaller cities often comment privately that
they don't want to upset things because in a small community they must
live and work with the public officials. These editors make no protest
concerning closed meetings or executive sessions where decisions of public interest are made in secret in order not to upset the status quo.
Remember that John Peter Zenger did not represent a big corporation when he bucked the colonial governor. Nor did he stop editing
when they pitched him into jail. He kept right on until he was brought
to trial nine months later and acquitted in a case that established the
principle of press freedom consistent with public rights.
Today we need more hard -nosed reporters of the Mollenhoff type
who can dig for news and who take the handouts for what they are
worth propaganda to promote some cause, some program or some
individual.
There is too much tendency by reporters to work in "packs" and
to depend on press conferences which have largely benefited the television and radio newsmen.
Young men and women coming from our journalism schools today

-
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often aspire to become political pundits rather than searchers for the
truth. They are not being fired up during their educational years to
aspire to do an exhaustive job of penetrative reporting to separate fact
from propaganda. Perhaps the reason is that those who run the journalism schools do not see enough of this type of reporting in the
newspapers.
Thoughtful people have been aroused by the evidence of conformity in news handling by the evidence of news control and description
by the evidence of lazy reporting caused by "handoutitis."
Are we to be deprived, by insidiously managed controls and regulations, by our own poor performance, of this heritage of press freedom
established by the Zenger case before there is a popular protest? By far
the simplest and easiest way to report and edit a newspaper is for someone else to tell us what to print and when to print it. That is the pattern
of so- called press freedom in totalitarian countries.
That was the pattern on the fourth of August, 1735, when Andrew
Hamilton, 80 years old and physically infirm, but with a razor -sharp
mind that had earned him the reputation of being the best lawyer in
the British colonies of North America, stood in a jammed courtroom
and pleaded Zenger's case before a seven -man jury of Dutch ancestry.
These were British subjects, but descendants of proud people whose
colony of New Amsterdam had been forcibly taken from them by the
Duke of York i 1664.
In his sumrñary, Hamilton put the issue squarely in these words:
"The question before the court is not the cause of a poor
printer, No! It may in its consequence affect every free man
that lives ... It is the cause of liberty the liberty both of
exposing and opposing arbitrary power by speaking and writing the truth."
Zenger has gone down in history as the hero, but it was Hamilton
who received the acclaim of liberty -loving patriots of that day. He was
given a gold box containing the seal of the "Freedom of the Corporation" voted by the New York Common Council, and when he sailed
past lower Manhattan on his way back to Philadelphia he was saluted
by salvos fired from guns on several vessels.
The Zenger trial and verdict have been described as the "germ of
American freedom." It gave the people a firm grasp on the most powerful of all weapons in the struggle against despotic power the truth.
In this perilous nuclear era, the security of the nation must be
paramount. But our security can best be maintained by the full report-
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ing of all the factual truth that is not harmful to the national military
interest. During times of crisis, the American press in all history has
never wavered in its patriotism.
Since World War II we have been called upon to report unprecedented changes in our way of life changes that we are still learning
how to report. Developments in our social and scientific revolutions
have erupted on our front pages day after day. It is little wonder that
they have blinded many to the steady erosion of basic fundamentals of
press freedom.
Of course, all of these new developments especially the necessity
for recognizing and intelligently reporting change require new reporting and editing techniques. But there should be no sacrifice to the
fundamental necessity of reporting the full basic truth.
Once this nation establishes use of news as a weapon of national
policy
policy to lie if necessary we have undermined the bedrock
of our free society. Instead of deceiving an enemy, who will naturally
be skeptical and suspicious of any move or statement we make, we
will have destroyed the confidence of our own people in our national

-
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institutions.
The history of free government is a history of escape from the evils
of supressing or controlling or manipulating news.
If our press is to remain a powerful force for public good, how
can we ignore this history? Will we just sit back an4 witness more of
the people's rights chipped away? How long will we be content with
news spoon -fed by powerful bureaucratic and other propaganda organizations? How long, in short, will it be before we start to report, to dig
for the whole truth to exercise our editing rights by spiking the stories
with misleading half- truths until we can uncover the whole truth for
our readers?
Much remains to be done to stimulate within all newsmen and
the people
spirit for freedom and independence such as that which
inspired Zenger and Hamilton. Unless we do this job we will forfeit
our basic concept of press freedom to the news manipulators and the
hidden persuaders.
In accepting the 1962 John Peter Zenger award, I feel greatly
honored and most humble and in conclusion I want to sound this
warning: Only an enlightened public can guide its own destiny. This
enlightenment can come only from a press that must be eternally vigilant to protect freedom of expression and freedom to pursue the whole
truth as cherished, constitutional rights of the people.
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The publication of the John Peter Zenger Award address
was designed in 1960 by the staff of The University of Arizona

Press. The pressroom of an eighteenth- century colonial
newspaper was depicted by Don Sayner for the cover which is
imprinted with a reproduction of the original hand -cut type
of John Baskerville, Birmingham type- founder and printer of
Zenger's era. Text type was set by Tucson Typographic Service
in the Linotype version of Baskerville. Offset plates were prepared by Walker Lithocraft, and presswork was done by Isbell
Printing Company, both of Tucson. The paper is chestnut
Kilmory, text and cover, laid finish, from Zellerbach Company.

